The term 'superalkali' refers to the clusters with lower ionization energy than alkali Interestingly, the vertical electron affinities (EA v ) of O x H 2x+1 + clusters decreases rapidly from 5.16 eV for x = 1 to 2.67 eV for x = 5, which suggest their superalkali nature. It is also possible to continue this series of non-metallic superalkali cations for x > 5 with even lower EA v , down to an approximated limit of 1.85 eV, which is obtained for OH 3 + trapped into water cavity implicitly using polarizable continuum model. The findings of this study will not only provide new insights into structure and interactions of O x H 2x+1 + clusters but also reveal their novel properties, which can be exploited their interesting applications.
Introduction
Superalkali cations, possessing lower ionization (IE) energy than alkali atoms, with a generic formula XLi k+1 + such as FLi 2 + , OLi 3 + , NLi 4 + etc. were proposed by Gutsev and Boldyrev [1] . Apart from their experimental verification by Wu et al. [2] , such species have been explored continuously by theoretical calculations to date [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Owing to low IE, they possess strong reducing properties and can be employed in the design of a variety of charge transfer species with unusual properties. The application of superalkalis in the design of supersalts [14] [15] [16] [17] , superbases [18] [19] [20] , alkalides [21] [22] [23] , etc. have already been reported. The single-electron reduction of CO 2 using superalkalis has been extensively studied [11, 24, 25] .
Sun et al. [10] suggested the design of a new series of superalkali cations, XM 2 + by taking typical superalkalis (M= FLi 2 , OLi 3 , and NLi 4 ) as ligands. Most of the superalkalis reported, thus far, contain metal atoms, such as Li, as ligands [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] . Hou et al. [8] made an attempt to study non-metallic superalkalis, exploring F 2 H 3 + , O 2 H 5 + , N 2 H 7 + , etc. Recently, Giri et al. [9] have explored the superalkali behavior of P 7 R 4 + cations using P 7 3− Zintl core decorated with organic ligands [R = Me, CH 2 Me, CH(Me) 2 and C(Me) 3 ]. The rational design of superalkalis presented by Zhao et al. [11] explored another non-metallic superalkali cation, namely C 5 NH 6 + . Despite these efforts, the reports on the superalkali nature of non-metallic cations are relatively scarce. Apart from the unusual structures they possess, these non-metallic cations are also interesting due to the fact that they have tendency to mimic the property of alkali metal cations. In this study, we propose a series of non-metallic superalkali cations systematically using ab initio approach.
OH 3 + , hydronium ion, is popularly known as Eigen cation [26] . It is an abundant molecular ion in the interstellar medium, found in diffuse [27] as well as dense [28] molecular clouds, which is produced by protonation of water (H 2 O). Similarly, O 2 H 5 + is commonly referred to as Zundel cation [29, 30] . The nature of H + in aqueous media has been widely discussed in literature [31] [32] [33] . There exist many theoretical as well as experimental studies on H + (H 2 O) n clusters for various values of n, which are recently reviewed by Fournier et al. [34] . Most of these studies were mainly focussed on the structures and spectroscopic features of H + (H 2 O) n clusters. Lee and co-workers suggested [35] [36] [37] [38] that the Eigen motif appears in n = 1, 3-8 while the Zundel motif is found in n = 2, 6-8. There is no systematic study on the electronic properties of these clusters to the best of our knowledge. In particular, the superatomic aspects of these clusters are unrevealed to date. Note that OH 3 + is a nonmetallic analog of OLi 3 + , a typical superalkali cation [1, 2] . Therefore, it is interesting to observe whether it possesses superalkali behavior. More interestingly, we investigate the superalkali behavior of O x H 2x+1 + cations (x = 1-5), which are generally obtained by replacing an H-atom by OH 3 moiety successively. [40] . All ab initio computations were carried out using Gaussian 09 suite of programs [41] . The quantum theory of atoms in molecules (QTAIM) analyses [42] were performed using AIMAll software package [43] . increases with the increase in x, which is consistent with their H-bond strengths described above. when going from vacuum to solution is composed of the work required to build a cavity in the solvent (cavitation energy) together with the electrostatic and non-electrostatic works such as dispersion and repulsion [53] . The equilibrium structure of OH 3 + trapped within cavity of water is displayed in Fig. 6 
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